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Scouts Take Scrap To Junk Pile

rest Increases In
atonal And School
tests As Election
rs
',.aders of both DemoRepublican
parties
an effort to get out the
Caldwell county next
, Nov. 3, some interest is
y stirring in the general
here and there is invoters may respond in
at larger numbers than
mary• when war domie public mind. School
ntests in city and counexpected to swell the
al
n Hollowell, Democratic
Scouts Don Granstaff, Bill Sparks, Wayne Chandler,
Paul
chairman, has formed a Cunningham,
Norman Bromley, Jack Granstaff and Billie Armorganization among that strong hang to
a truck loaded with scrap iron gathered from
stalwarts which is ex- sinkholes and
dumps last Wednesday. This scene symbolizes the
to he active from now salvage holiday
action as 66 trucks and nine wagons collected
ting time in working for junk assembled
by about 14,000 Caldwell countians.
ut at the polls. Cars will
for the Democratic ticket
precinct, Mr. Hollowell
's week, to haul voters
e to make their own arents.
' tor is expected to give
By Associated Press
holds where children 15 or older
- ats a considerable adCoffee rationing starts No- do not drink coffee, the grown.-el the GOP in th:s vember 29, the government an- ups
can have the children's share
as an advertisement ap- nounced Monday, but it will be
as well as their own.
in this issue of The more liberal than the bugaboo
Moreover, it will still be possistates that "owing to the which has frightened housewives ble to get
a cup of coffee in a
condition of the Re- in many cities into hoarding and restaurant
regardless of how
party and the tire sit- overbuying.
much is used at home. Details
it will be impossible to
One pound every five weeks of the rationing for restaurants
voters of that party.
will be allowed for every person are still to be announced, but it
OP however is not by- who was 15 or older when sugar probably will
follow that of
this election hereabouts rationing started last May. This sugar, restricting
commercial usre is evidence this week works out to slightly more than ers to a
certain percentage of
e turn to Back Page)
one cup a day, and in house- their former consumption.

Baptists Will Be
Hosts To State
Meeting Nov. 9-12

Number 18

1,200 Visitors 'Representing Kentucky Association Churches
Expected To Attend

Pre-War Hallowe en Spirit Of
Destruction Termed Sabotage
In pre-war days when Princeton's youngsters, bewitched by
the broom riding leading lady of
Hallowe'en, blocked streets with
barbed wire, rolled cars downhill, overturned outbuildings and
did other deviltry, it was bothersome fun—Now it's sabotage
and unpatriotic, according to
Princeton officers who plan a
sharp look-out Saturday night.
A gaudy parade of children
dressed in goblins' robes and
with faces blacked with stove
soot and shoe polish is acceptable, they said, but destroying
property will not be tolerated.

Mayor Cash urged Princetonians to be careful and not allow
Hallowe'en frivolity to get out
of bounds. He also ,discouraged
soaping store windows, as most
concerns are short-handed and
cannot spend seireral hours washing glass fronts. Autos should
not be tampered with, he said,
and machinery should not be
dismantled to cause loss of time.
Parents should instruct children to think of conservaticin instead of destruction, Mayor Cash
said, and if Hallowe'en must be
celebrated otherwise, it can wait
until after the war.

Farm Contest Has
large Entry List

SOME FARM WORKERS
EXEMPT FROM DRAFT
UNDER NEW RULING

About 1,200 persons are expected to attend what may be
the largest religious gathering
ever held in Princeton when the
Association of Kentucky Baptists meet here November 9-12.
The association represents 2,400
churches and more than 40,000
members, the Rev. J. G. Cothran, pastor of the host church,
said Tuesday.
The annual pastors' conference
opens the convention
Monday
night. After several features, Dr.
R. G. Lee, of Memphis, will
25 Families Compete
close the pastors' program Tuesday at noon with an address.
For Home ImproveThe Rev. L. C. Kelley, Pineville,
ment Awards
will preach the convention's feature sermon Tuesday afternoon
About 25 Caldwell families are
at 3:30 o'clock.
competing in the Farm and
Ai program highlighting State Home
Improvement Contest
missions will be held Tuesday
night under direction of J. W. sponsored by Princeton Kiwanis
Black. A report of christian edu- Club, Farmers National Bank
cation all over Kentucky will be and First National Bank, it was
presented Wednesday morning announced Tuesday. October 31
at 10:30 o'clock. Plans and
is deadline for reports to be
policies of denominational schools
will be given by Dr. R. E. turned in.
Sponsors are awarding $50 in
Humphries, chairman
of the
by the
school committee, at that time. War Bonds, donated
Later_ Wednesday a report s of banks, to husband and wife of
home and foneign missions will the winning family. Final debe presented by Dr. J. B. Law- cision will be made by judges
rence, secretary of the home after several farms outstanding
in reports are examined.
mission board.
Farms will be judged in reDr. J. 0. Williams, Nashville,
will close the convention with gard to crop selection, rotation,
a sermon on evangelism Thurs- labor, buildings, fences, soil imday. Times of other features of provement, erosion control, pastinterior
the program will be announced 4res, income, home
decoration, gardens and truck
opening day.
The Rev. Mr. Cothran said patches, dairy, canned fruits,
vegetables and other
Princeton hotels, homes and eat- stored
ing places will be hard pressed points.
W. D. Armstrong, contest chairto take care of the visitors. He
Board Continues. Noti.
ed---theet—persorisr- desiring--to Matt....Saiii_several mare entries
furnish sleeping quarters and are expected before Saturday.
fying Married Men
breakfast to one or more conWithout Children
ventionists call Mrs.
J.
D.
Caldwell County Selective Ser- Stephens at the church. Princevice officials have notified 27 tonians wishing to serve noon
or evening meals are also urged
more registrants to appear for
to call, he said.
screening examinations, prior to
Auxiliary Launches NoArmy induction, Friday, October

Coffee Rationing Will Start
November 29-Hoarding Scored

-F-414--T-iekets For - —
ers To Consider
Local Contest

time
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First Weekly Newspaper
in Kentucky to be Granted
Associated Press Membership

dition to voting on candi✓ the United States SenCongress in the Novemnon, voters of Princeton
ldwell county will also
six candidates for the
hool Board and four for
nty Board of Education.
inceton, one ticket inRumsey Taylor, J. L.
ard R. S. Gregory and
R. S. Sneed, Euen FarmRobert Coleman.
Taylor is well krrown in
n through his associa'th Princeton Lumber Co.,
ivity as football official
a civic leader. Mr. Groom
er AAA secretary and is
1Y employed by Illinois
Railroad Company. He
With Illinois Central sevars before taking the job
A which he resigned last
/qr. Gregory is manager
turky Utilities, a member
Caldwell County Draft
and former President of
bacco Festival.
the opposing ticket. Mr.
is superintendent
of
Hosiery Mills and a
councilman. Mr. Farmer
n a building contractor in
on for many years and
'man is an Illinois Cenploye and
incumbent
board member.
e county's first district,
ichoLs, trustee the last 4
former magistrate and
Central employe, is opby Chester Cravens, promfarmer. And in District
David Stallins, incumbent
r, is opposed by
the
G. H. Marshall, Baptist
r.

FIRST GRADER LOSES
FAITH IN SCHOOLING
Jimmy Dorroh, 6-year-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
QILiifirstsrader at
Butler came home from
classes recently with a long
face.
Explaining sadly he
shouldn't have started to
school and had full intention of quitting, he said.
"All they do is read and
write and I can't do either.
What's the use?"

Jayne Walker Named
WPA Referrel Agent
Miss Jayne Walker, 21-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. Leo
Walker, was appointed WPA
referral agent for Caldwell county Monday. She is the youngest person to hold the position.
Miss Walker has been employed
the last several months at Hollowell's Drug Store. She formerly
worked in the referral office
when Mrs. Katie Mae McBride
was agent. Miss Walker is a
graduate of Butler High School,
class of 1939. She is expected to
assume her position this week.

R. J. Colbert Visits In
Princeton Wednesday
Richard J. Colbert, Republican
nominee for United States Senain
tor from Lexington, was
Princeton last Wednesday. With
offices closed and Princeton officials and residents participating in the scrap iron hunt, Mr.
Colbert left without making his
visit generally known.

Urey Chambers To Enter
Officers' Training School

Urey Barber Chambers, former Princetonian who has been associated with an insurance company at Madisonville the last
an
several years, will enter
school
training
officers'
Army
Saturday. After basic training
Gus DeM and Miss mar- and advanced instructions he
isenberry spent last Wed- will be graduated a lieutenant.
in Louisville.
He expects to enter the artillery.

27 Receive Army
Examination Calls

Women Of Legion
Open Bond Booths

30.
As in recent weeks, most of
the men are married but without children.
They are: Robert Henry Hester, Stanley Slyvan DeBoe, Floyd
Eugene Hollowell, Leonard Randolph Baker, Danell Rufus Cook,
Charles Summer Sarrls, Jessie
Clearence Bogle, Russel Clift,
Leslie Barber Goodaker, Burhl
Jonathan Hollowell, Roy Sullivan, Harold Burton Corder, Henry Buford Tosh, Oscar Hayden
Gray, Carmon Marshall Ward,
William James Winters, Marvin
Eldon Sigler, Floyd Weeks, Lindsay Haydon Merrick, Bailey Wilford Dixon, William Cornelius
Kilgore, Thomas Combs Schultz,
Edward Harris, James Basil Raymond, Jr., Edward Charles Cannon, Ellis Jefferson Burnam.

W. E. Davis, Promoted,
Moves To McComb, Miss.

Walter E. Davis, former resident here, who has been trainmaster for the I. C. Railroad at
Louisville the last several years,
has recently been made superintendent of the Louisiana division,
with headquarters at McComb
Miss. Mr. Davis and his wife,
the former Sue Stevens, left this
week for McComb where they
will make their home.

A Hunting They Went!

Gas Company Hearing
Is Postponed 10 Dais
The hearing of Western Kentucky Gas Company's application
for a change in rates, scheduled
today at Frankfort ,and at which
a Princeton delegation will represent local customers, has been
postponed until November 10, at
the request of gas company
counsel, Mayor W. L. Cash said.

Move To Princeton
_Mr. and Mrs. Carl Henning
and children, formerly of Marion, moved this week into the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Eldred, Maple street. Mr. Henning is state supervisor of sales
and distribution for hybrid seed
corn.

Billy and Nancy Armstrong,
son and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, pose with
a string of squirrels bagged by
their father several weeks ago.
They had nothing to do with
shooting the squirrels but they
did their part that night at
dinner. Mr. Armstrong is horticulturist at the Substation near
Princeton.

vember Campaign At
Banks Monday
Members of the American Legion Auxiliary will begin selling War Bonds and Stamps at
booths in Princeton' two banks
Monday as Caldwell county's
November bond campaign gets
underway. The allotment will be
sold by the Carlisle Orange Post
of the American Legion.
Members of the organization
plan to sell bonds and stamps
by various methods during the
month. Solicitations by Legionnaires will be made daily and a
parade will climax the campaign Armistice Day.
The October campaign, which
gave indications of failing to sell
the $25,300 quota last week, has
been stepped up as school children at Eastside and Butler have
renewed their efforts. It seems
likely now, Dr. C. F. Engelhardt
said Tuesday, that Caldwell may
again meet its war bond obligations.

Washington, Oct. 27.—
The War Manpower Commission announced Tuesday a program designed
to hold dairy, livestock
and poultry farmers in
their work through draft
deferment, wage stabilization and an effort to
ban their employment in
other work.

Hauling Problem
Must Be Solved,
Simmons Urges
Chairman Appeals For
Volunteer Vehicles
As County's Total
1,000,000 Pounds
With a successful salvage
holiday that carried Caldwell's collection past the million-pound mark in the background, county salvage leaders began bearing down harder than ever Wednesday in
a final effort to get 400,000
pounds more metal to fill the
county's quota by deadline,
Monday at midnight, T. J.
Simmons, chairman, said to-

day.

A special clean-up effort
will be made Sunday, he said.
It is believed Caldwell has almost enough scrap assembled
to meet the quota, Mr. Simmons said, but trucks to haul
it to headquarters by Monday are lacking. He appealed
for volunteer vehicles to aid
nine trucks being furnished
daily by WPA and the State
Highway Department.

An average 35,000 pounds of
metal now being hauled by
available trucks each day will
leave Caldwell thousands
of
pounds short of its quota, he
He complimented spirit of
13 Pupils Gather 100,- said.
residents who gathered and as495 Pounds Of Scrap; sembled the junk and predicted
Caldwell will exceed its allotCrider Second
ment easily—if the truck probEddy Creek School, which has lem can be solved.
13 pupils, showed Kentucky how
"Last Wednesday's campaign
to gather scrap last week with was one of the most
successful
an amazing collection of 100,495 ever conducted
in
Caldwell
pounds from barnyards, farm county," Mr. Simmons
said.
lots and fields near the school- "Credit for success can
not be
house. Children assembled
a placed individually. Every man,
junk pile netting 32,570 pounds woman and child showed splenfor the salvage holiday Wednes- did patriotism and willingness
day and then went on a 7,715 to work for victory," he said.
pound-a-pupil average by hard
"Willingness and whole heartwork the following week.
diSlalaYed. WAS—a. magniThere iniHle aTance 6? Eddy' Scient personification of the
Creek failing to win the Cald- true American spirit and inwell school prize of $25, T. J. spiring to directors," committeeSimmons said, and if there is a men said.
better record in the State contest
More than 200,000 pound
for a $250 prize it has not been salvage was collected and
hel
made known. Mrs. Boyd Satter- ed to the depot in about eight
field is Eddy Creek teacher.
hours. The fleet of 67 trucks and
Crider grade school, with 45 nine wagons is believed to
be
pupils and 17,745 pounds, is in the largest put into a campaign
the
place
second
county con- anywhere in Kentucky outside
in
test, Lewistown, with 51 stud- metropolitan areas, Mr. Siments and 17,015 pounds, ranks mons said.
third. Friendship, Farmersville
Trucks were furnished by
and Cobb follow. Some schools City of Princeton, State
and
have not made reports. The Rural Highway Departments,
contest closes Monday.
WPA, local lumber companies,
Paul Schroeder, and others. Roy
H. J. Watson May Accept Thatcher and Louard Boucher,
driving a truck donated by
Post As Butler High
Rollin Farmer, set the day's
Principal Monday
record with nine loads. PrinceH. J. Watson, principal of ton Lumber Company hauled
Fredonia High School for sever- more than 30,000 pounds.
Mr. Simmons and committee
al years, is expected to assume
of said cooperation of local merthe position as principal
Butler High School Monday, it chants, schools, newspapers, Boy
was announced Wednesday. He Scouts, Girl Scouts, housewives,
resigned at Fredonia about a zone captains, block lieutenants,
month ago. C. A. Horn, super- school teachers, children and
intendent of Princeton school scores of individuals who worksystem and former Butler prin- ed Wednesday was splendid.
cipal, said Mr. Watson has not
Committeemen also gave credit
definitely accepted the position
colored residents
but had indicated he will.
for their part in Wednesday's
effort,

Eddy Creek School
Appears Winner

Purchases Guernsey Bull
From Hearthstone Farm

W. L. Littlefield, Princeton,
RFD, recently
purchased
a
Harry Randolph Hurt
registered Guernsey bull from
In Railroad Accident
W. C. Sparks, to add to his
Harry Randolph, Illinois Cen- herd. Hearthstone Simon 320885
tral conductor, was seriously in- is the name under which this
jured Tuesday night while op
animal is registered with The
run near Dawson Springs. He American Guernsey Cattle Club.
suffered badly lacerated legs and
arms and was taken to Jennie Youth, 18, Volunteers
Stewart Hospital for treatment.
Otis Hayden Chambers, 18He was improving Wednesday. year-old Princeton youth who
Details of the accident were un- has two volunteer brothers in
disclosed.
service joined the Arm
here
Tuesday. He will be sent to
Mrs. G. C. McClain spent last duty in Decemeber. The brothweek-end in Mt. Sterling and ers are Clint, Camp, Shelby and
Louisville as the guest of friends. R. C., overseas

Motorists Warned Not
To Store Gasoline
With gasoline rationing near
at hand, motorists are warned
against buying extra fuel and
storing it about the home, State
Fire Marshall D. R. Peel said
Wednesday. Gasoline stored in
other than esprcially designed
tanks creates a fire hazard, he
said.

Resigns AAA Position
Mrs. James Carr, the former
Margaret June Childress, has
resigned her position at the
Caldwell AAA office. Mrs. Duke
Pettit, Jr., replaces her.
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Voting is a duty, not a privilege. This
duty devolves only upon free men and
women. ShoW yetiii—appreciationy-o'ur
freedom by voting in the general election,
Tuesday, Nov. 3.

The Importance Of
Tuesday's Election
Tuesday's election is very important; for,
while there is only one State-wide contest,
never before in the Nation's history has it
been so necessary that the Commander-inChief, President Roosevelt, have loyal support from members of Congress.
Especially to adult citizens should Tuesday's voting seem of major importance; for
these have lived through the period since
the other World War and therefore have
personal knowledge of what part disunity in
Congress, jealousy and partisan prejudice
as between senators and members of the
House of Representative and the President
has played in bringing about this second
world conflict.
Much is heard latterly of how futile it
will be for the United States and her Allies
to win the war . . . and lose the peace.
We can, and very probably will, lose the
peace and see world anarchy, if we permit
another such situation to arise in Congress
as that which dealt Woodrow Wilson his
death blow and caused collapse of the
League of Nations.
Kentucky has but one member of Congress at present who, by his record in the
House, has proven himself unfit to serve
in times like these. He is John M. Robsion,
Republican isolationist, who only last week
was one of two members to cast a negative
vote on a major war measure.
As has been stated in these columns often,
the right of suffrage exists today only in
democratic nations, whose future depends
upon a United Nations victory. And altho
men and women are busy with their own
war efforts and their routine tasks, their
duty to vote rests imperatively upon them,
since by their ballots at the polls November
3, they can provide the President with eight
good and true supporters in the House and
one in the Senate, whose aid will be needed
in the trying days which lie ahead, both
during and after the war.
We are entering upon the most critical
period of our national history and, while we
have full confidence of the ultimate victory
at arms, predictions of our best thinkers
dealing with the World's course after the
war hold much of concern about the future.
There is little we can ilo _ahaut _thia
except by our votes to keep the Democratic
Kentucky delegation in Congress in office
where, as its members have evidenced, they
wit: help us to retain the way of life for
which our fighters now contend on foreign
battle fields, upon the oceans and in the air.
To permit, by our indifference, isolationists, GOP bitter-enders or partisan men who
would help break down the Commander-inChief's plans to be elected now would be to
neglect sacred duty and contribute to an
undermining influence in Washington that
would pave the way to disunity and, perhaps, another World War in another generation.

1111
Why Your Grocery
Has Empty Shelves
When your are disappointed at your grocery because items you want to buy are not
to be had, don't blame your neighbor for
hoarding too quickly.
The fact is, many shortages of food result
from our lease-lend commitments, have
nothing to do with over-buying at home, or
any real scarcity of the products you may
be doing without.
The Agricultural Marketing Administration has recently stepped up volume and
frequency of its purchases of foods to take
care of increased need of our soldiers and
fighters of our Allies during the winter.
Grains, dairy products, fish, fruits and cotton, purchased by AMA in September,
amounted to $115,000,000 worth.
This month, AMA has been buying 17 key
foodstuffs every week and 200 other agricultural commodities as required to maintain inventories and to meet Allied requests
for immediately delivery. Some of these are
dried apples, dried beans, pork, lard, fats,
beef, lamb,, canned meats, butter, cheese,
canned peas and tomatoes, Maine sardines,
mackerel and salmon. Purchases made by
AMA every two weeks include evaporated

Amp diefl utnze to
of 1.4 Undid &tato/ antoica
and to die fepAitpiic. lot AA storic4
ov maim
aid CIA 4trul fitut
. te
fet

milk, orange juice, fish liver oil, rice, peas

and canned fish
Total AMA purchases

of agricultural
commodities in 18 months, under the LeaseLend program, amount to $1,760,000,000,
nearly two-thirds of which has been delivered for shipment to British, Russian and
other Allied destinations.
So don't cuss your grocer or your neighbor when you can't find everything you
want at your favorite store. It's the war!

He Served Well

yak

Editor Cecil T. Williams, of the Somerset
Journal, who died last week, was one of the
State's most respected newspaper men. Mild,
affable and courteous to all, he was for
years a force in his community, in the
councils of the Kentucky Press Association
and in Democratic political circles.
An
original Chandler leader, he had thousands
of contacts as Rural Highway Commissioner
and made many friends for himself and
the
two State administrations which he graced
so well. Those of us who called him
friend
feel a great loss in his untimely passing.

He Has Them!
Jim Farley has written one of the
best
endorsements for Senator A. B. "Happy"
Chandler, candidate for reelection. We
hope
Jim's candidate for Governor in New
York
does all right, too. "Happy's one of my
best
friends," writes Jim Farley. And Happy
has
them, everywhere, and we think it
an asset
to Kentucky to have a Senator who
has. We
imagine there were some, even in the
Aleutians, who said, "Hello, Happy'
."—Lexington Herald.)
1111
Only shortsighted managements
will neglect advertising and other sales
efforts.—

B. C. Forbes.
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The Greatest Step
Toward Allied Victory
People of Princeton, and of every other
American community, got the best war
news they have had thus far; or are apt to
have soon, when Secretary Stimson and the
top generals and admirals told the Senate
Military Affairs Committee recently the
goal for 1943 is an army of 7,500,000 men.
This makes the manpower problem, always our greatest war worry, possible of
solution.
We have, ever since Pearl Harbor, been
bothered almost out of our wits by undisciplined, unwarranted and unwise "statements" by far too many persons in high
places about the size of our eventual Army.
This has upset Mr. and Mrs. America
like nobody's business. It has run men
ragged in their minds about how this Nation could work out its destiny, save our
way of life, keep anything of the habits of
our heritage, if we were to try to meet the
requirements of the experts.
Only last week, General Hershey broke
out with another statement about 13,000,000
men in the Army . . . altho after tea
months we have fewer than 1,000,000 now
on or near fighting fronts, and these not
adequately equipped.
Stalin and Chiang Kai-shek have plenty
of men. They need the products of our arms
factories to kill their enemies and ours.
Their men, to do this job, are on the fighting fronts now . . . and do not therefore
require the millions of tons of shipping
necessary to transport our fighters there.
One good machinist working in a Garland
rifle factory is worth more to China and
Russia than a whole company of United
States troops now training or to be trained.
Give our Army 7,500,000 trained and fully
equipped fighting men, take them overseas
when they are needed for the second, third
or fourth front and they can be relied upon
to do their full share of winning the War.
Me whilete-44eeisieff-ttet
ttrustyr5orrr
the Army too rapidly will permit of other
manpower matters, also extremely vital to
victory, to be worked out so that farms,
factories, transportation, schools, homeis
and communities can proceed with their
own contributions to the war effort, and
thus speed immeasurably success of our
side.
It is to be hoped General Hershey will
now be able to give draft boards instructions
to defer more vital farm workers. If he
does, the greatest step toward victory. will
have been taken.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
"Of value it must be immense,
When one would seek to keep a
fence;
A fence whose metal well might be
Contributor to Liberty—
A fence to aid the final blow
Of laying Jap and Nazi low!"
—Courier-Journal
The "Wild Onion School" had talented pupils galore, when the PTA
entertained with a Dad's Night performance at Butler High last Thursday
night . . . But the "lad" who stole the
show was Mrs. Nathaniel Talley. Mrs.
Hearne Harralson took second honors,
at the schoolroom's naughty girl.
Dot Pogrotsky, Miss Liza Nall, Virginia McCaslin, Juanita Baker, Mrs.
John Mahan and others did stunts in
the show, to the delight of the large
assemblage. And Miss. Baker's class
'on The prize, for having the most
parents present.
Pennyriler, making his first parental appearance at Butler, sat about
12 rows back under the balcony, heard
nothing, saw fleeting glimpses of the
performers, and finally moved to a
standing spot, up front, where antics
of the adult-primary-grade performers
were highly enjoyed.
Mesdames Carl Sparks, Rumsey Taylor and Frank Linton did well at
this
show too . . . Sitting just outside
the
entrance to the auditorium they
extracted quarters, for membership
dues,
from me and a good many others.
111
Few organizations in town have
as
much responsibility for the
welfare
of our youngsters as does the
PTA;
and the organization is
doing a
splendid piece of work with
the
school luncheons. Close
cooperation between parents arid school
heads
is worth much to the
pupils, and
through these citizens of tomorro
w, to
Princeton.

By G. M.

penalties are too severe to risk.
This is not much of a sacrifice, 11"
that Rubber Boss Jeffers has promised
us all some sort of tires, for the
duration, if we're good . . . And one
big rubber manufacturer announced,
in large display ads last week, tires
made of reclaimed rubber are ready
for the market, as soon as Mr. Jeffers
says go. Such tires are supposed to
be good for 10,000 miles . . . which is
a lot of miles under the new gas
rationing setup!

Washington In Wartime-Supply

Boss Man

By Jack Stinnett
Wide World Features
Washington.—If a soldier in Icelas1
is short a razor blade to scrape is
frost-bitten chin; if the boys in the
Egyptian desert go thirsty for want ed
a waterbag; if the soldiers on Guadalcanal run out of ammunition, the ma
who takes the rap is Lt. Gen. Breto
B. Somervell.
It has been said this is a war of
machines and supplies—and every im-

portant

The Coffee Drinkers' Club, which
numbers among its membership some
of Princeton's top business men, has
no kick thus far upon quality of this
favorite concoction at places downtown . . . Which is a blessing, in view
of the fact easterners have been
—trig-5(7--teW a pound for coffee
found
to contain 25 percent cereal.

Yik

If your store doesn't happen to
have
coffee when you want it, there's
a
very good reason: Brazil keeps
right
on burning coffee, more than
230,000,000 pounds having been so
destroyed
since the first of this year for
lack of
ships to bring it here.
Maybe you never drank any
Postum.
And maybe you like that weird
brew;
but to me, Army coffee (first
I ever
drank) almost compensated
for the
bugler's early blast.
Adults who have passed
through
war before feel more
deeply the
sorrows of this conflict. From
a good
lady of Princeton, Pennyriler
received
the following this
week. Leslie's
Weekly is no more, but
the poem
speaks as well today as it
did for
the war which brought it
forth. Indeed, it has a new meaning
for the
donor, who has a son of her
own in
the service.

victory thus far seems to
bear that out. If that is true, then
there is no more important man In
the Army than General Somervell
There can be no second fronts until
he is ready. There can be not eve
any minor offensives until he says,
.y oan--be done."
The reorganization of the Army in
March, 1942, attracted little attention
It's true there were stories about
"streamlining," etc., but such thin
hardly make headlines. The PM
wasn't in the presidential order, anyway. The story was whether it would
work. So far as the services of suPPII
is concerned, its beginning to aPPex
that it has.
What the President did, so in as
supply is concerned, was to lop off
few heads and set up one. In
one stroke, a comparative',. lieutenant general. who
two years before had been only a .1.,
tenant colonel, became the ovr.
chief of ordnance, the corps of ,••
gineers, the quartermaster, sic.
medical and chaplain corps, and
chemical war service.
There has been a lot of stuff %yr::
and whispered, about General ,S,..ervell's "battle" with Donald Ne.5
and the War Production Board. Y, •
of it is just Washington chatter. r..c
have been clashes between Arm)
ply forces and WPB chiefs, but it 'A•
never any struggle ler power. Sor,
yell has it.

Henry Sevison had hard luck
during
his "vacation" (while his
better half
was away) recently . . .
getting an
infection on his right hand
which
slowed down many of his
planned
activities . . . and which
may have
kept him out of some
trouble. The
hand hurt too severely for
Henry to
handle cards—or even cold
'glasses,
properly.
Beauty shops of Princeton,
like our
barber shops, have begun feeling
war's
pinch. Last week saw one close
down,
temporarily, when its sole
operator
left to join her husband
at an Army
camp. She may be back.
Other beauty
shops have lost operators
but haven't
had to quit business
yet. Men folk
still need plenty of patience
to get
hair-cuts, and the shave
-at-homes are
much more numerous than
b. P. H.
Have you sent your
spare tires
(above five) to Uncle Sam's
rubber
depot yet? Better do this
soon, as

War Prayer For Childre
n
The following child's
prayer is
recommended for the children
of patriotic American parents:
Now I lay me down to
sleep,
I pray the Lord my soul
to keep.
God bless my brother
gone to war
Across the seas, in France,
so far.
Oh, may his fight for
liberty
Save millions more than
little me
From cruel fates or
ruthless blast,
And bring him safely
home at last.
—Leslie's Weekly.
While one ship flies the
flag of greed,
While one plane sows
dictator's seed,
While one sub carries
devil's freight,
While one gun roars a
hymn of hate,
While there's one
fetter on the just,
While one heel grinds
God's laws in
dust,
While there remains one
madman free,
There's work ahead for
you and me!
Gat in the scrap!
(Elinera, N. Y.,
Advertiser)

War, 24 Years Ago
files
From our October 27, 1918
somewhere
An American hospital
hurt
in France—The worse they're
Arm!
the
the better their spirits say
doctors. Two doughboys were dit
One said
cussing their wounds.
don't need that left leg anywaY. 1.111
a lawyer and what good are to
legs in a law office. If I had to
one I wanted it to be my left. I Ft
my wish." Said the other, "Well,
have 10
right's gone but if I had it I'd
saved 1
been
wash it all my life. I've
lot of work."
Bert Keeney, writing from
said in a letter to home folks to'
that the average doughboy had
of seeing the end of the war h(',.
pot"
many months. He told his
suce.
not to worry as Allied
knocked the cockiness from the
an army.
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donated iron they wouldn't
have
sold for any price two
Jap Radio Says
What It Means
years
ago . . True they
He's Prisoner
cussed . . .
but not you, Mac and Joe,
they
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
gave Hitler hell . . . The
same who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell
county alpeople who hated your
nonPOWILL
most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the
By BILL
chalance, your recklessness, your of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be yellowed files
background, it has been found
By Herman Allen
0000000000000000NONOIMIN
published as a
44444
standing for modern American regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Wide World Features
that employers are voluntarily
ft MAC AND JOE: Its a Youth in the past want you Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
The word in Washington is doing their utmost to see the
way from here to where back . . . in one piece with them.
this: After the tax bill is out of right man in the right Job, to re^
etty- yietary mada
- more itnportant him
Ihre— Way, look for an overall
after finding a $200 horse poisonAnd They (let Paid!
chests.
swaggered
job if he's qualified and to train
you
'since
s
bill—a
manpower
.COmpulsory
• • •
Princeton, Nov. 10, 1911—Most' ed and dead is creating excitereplacements for men lost to
Main street on your first
bill aimed at compelling every
EVERYBODY helped. Colored anyone can be an editor. All ment in Caldwell county near
other industry and to the armed
, . Mac, maybe you
civilian in a non-essential job to
the Hopkins line. The calf was
services.
• aceton has forgotten kids in Bootsville scampered he has to do is sit at a desk six
get into a war job, or to stay
by
owned
Coats
Eli
the
and
horse
everywhere
What form will manpower conlooking for junk . . . days a week, four weeks a month
lip your job as soda
in the one he has.
trol take if it is enacted here?
Wednesday was the first time and 12 months a year and edit by Charles Morse. It was cersweet
girl
your
left
rid
It's almost certainly coming.
tai4y the work of human hands.
We already have two suggestions.
to go to sea against when no idlers graced street- such stuff as this: Mrs. Jones
President Roosevelt hinted at
farmers
The
wrought
are
and
up
corners
.
One is the virtual freezing of
.
. But it wasn't just a of Cactus Creek let a can opens menace to your courtit in his Columbus Day speech
it is said several prominent
scrap
logging and non-ferrous (other
hunt
.
.
.
beIt
you
perhaps
was
Prince- er slip last week and hurt her. . Joe,
when he said "It may be that
farmers are thought to be implithan iron) mine workers in their
Princeton doesn't rememb- ton's expression of faith, hope, self in the pantry. John Doe
.
.
.
effort
volunteer
our
of
all
cated in the case.
jobs in the northwest. The other
day you came to town courage and determination in climbed on the roof of his house
• • •
will not suffice to solve the
is the shutting down of gold
this war . . . And its faith in this week and fell striking himtear washed eyes after
(manpower) problem. In that
Property Sold
mines so that the miners can go
you
.
.
.
America's Soldiers, self on the back porch. While
mom crying and dad
new
shall
we
adopt
case
to
have
Princeton, May 11, 1911—The
to work digging copper and othblankly across his half- Sailors and Marines fighting the Harold Green was escorting Miss Daniel place
legislation."
near the college
er war-vital ore.
Violet Wise from a church social was sold recently. Dr. W. L.
• cornfield to join the battle we want won.
Manpower Commissioner Mc•
•
•
Right now the tool and die
last 'week a savage dog at- Cash bought the corner and
'because you believed with
have
officials
Nutt anii other
industry in the Detroit area and
SO, YOU SEE, Mac and Joe, tacked them and bit Miss Wise
strength of your boyish
and
Charlie
Shelly
The Tokyo radio has named pointed up the problem. Mc- the aircraft industry on the PaEldred
America's future depended Princeton hasn't forgotten. It several times on the public bought the lot between the
Mechanic Harold A. Spatz Nutt, testifying before the Tolan cific coast are sore spots. One
Sgt.
u. Princeton hasn't for- neyer will as long as you need square. Isiah Trible, of Running Daniel residence and the Gardn- (above) as one of four airmen Committee on industrial migraaircraft plant hired
several
Memory of you couldn't anything to help silence those Creek, was playing with a cat er house. They plan to erect two it said had fallen into Japanese tion, declared "there is good
thousand workers in 60 days,
•nger if it were in the hateful Nazi "heils," bitterly Friday when it scratched him handsome cottages soon for hands after the April 18 raid onl reason to doubt" that local
(Continued On Page Seven)
of 9,000 elephants. Prince- cruel Nippon snarls and ridicu- on the veranda. Mr. Fond while renters.
Tokyo led by Brig. Gen. James "anti-pirating" agreements, vollous
Italian
approvals of what harnessing a broncho last week
• • •
owed what it thought
H. Doolittle. Spatz lived in Lebo, untary transfer of workers to
the other two slimy partners do. was kicked south of the corn
you last Wednesday.
—AP Telemat war industry, etc., will continue
New
House
Kans.
• • •
As battlefront hell is written in patch. Yes, its a wonder editors
to meet the issue for long.
Princeton, May, 16, 1911—
A Modern Tale
Indications are there's a camS. WHEN A load of new blood of those who die and tears draw salaries.
House,
of
one
Hawthorne
the
• • •
of lonliness on hearts that swell
paign under way to sell the idea
or tanka comes to your
oldest in the city, is being torn Of Traveling Salesmen
Exposition
know what I mean. up with desire to get back home.
Washington, D. C. (FP)—Two of compulsory manpower control
•
down and Miss Pearl Hawthorne
Washington, Feb. 14, 1911— will have a convenient modern traveling salesmen landed in to the public before any bill is
pitched in last week . . Remember, you've got back:
thered stuff to make those ing. Some is flag waving and The House joint resolution nam- cottage erected in its place.
the midst of a whirlwind scrap introduced in Congress.
• • •
Those who shudder at Naziand guns with prayers praying but action is in there ing San Francisco as the place
drive at Caribou, a town in
area. sounding words like "national
.ould give you protection too. Action for which America for holding an exposition in 1915
potato-growing
Brilliant Class
Maine's
INSURANCE OF ALL
eserve against Jap and is famed on the fighting ground in celebration of opening the •J Princeton, May 16, 1911—The Finding no place of business service legislation" may take
Panama Canal passed the Sen- Princeton High School class is open except the
, Women with frail arms or at home.
bank, they comfort from the fact that Eng• • •
KINDS
ate today without opposition.
n with old, gnarled hands
the largest and most brilliant pitched in to help the towns- land has had such laws since
• • •
SO
you Yanks with
FIGHT,
the strong search every
that has ever finished from our people cart in scrap metals. Of- 1940, with nearly 700 inspectors
Died On Train
for something you could the fire Lincoln mustered from
school. The Class of 1911 in- ficials reported that 624 tons of checking to make sure that emOklahoma City, Feb. 11, 1911— cludes: Virginia Mayes, Rose scrap, or 149 pounds per capita, ployers are making the best W. C. Sparks
. . Remember those who a tired heart at Gettsyburg,
use of skilled workers—men and
100-yard dash in 10 when Washington imparted to his Mrs. Zareda Samuels, mother of Goldnamer, Katherine C a s h, were collected.
Glenn E. Farmer
and women.
were asked to help ar- shivering men at Valley Forge, Frank and Jesse James, died on Fannie Terry, Nettie Gresham,
The British have found little
Tobacco Festivals and York gave out in France, Hous- a Frisco passenger train near Mary Weaver Dyer, Mary Lou
One of the earliest ways of
Sam Koltinsky
Akin, Ludie Estella Hollowell, measuring time was by burning need to use their power, howparades when you were ton had in Texas and soldiers here today. She was 86.
• • •
on
kept
Bataan
smoldering
until
the
in
power
the
With
ever.
. . . They begged for
Continued on Page Six
a candle or stick.
Rubbing It In
ednesday and got mad wasted bodies cooled off in
Hopkinsville, Feb. 21, 1911—
Tom Simmons couldn't death. Don't worry about people
ough tasks to go around! you're fighting for falling down. "Those Hopkinsville editors are
• • •
the best scissors and paste editmore
1940
and
ors we know of," said the Cadiz
1820
Between
foraren't
YOU GUYS
One young wife skinned than 38,000,000 immigrants en- Record. The same day that publication contained 16 clippings
ees and bumped her head tered the United States.
from this paper. (New Era).
n times crawling under
• • •
More boys are born normally
use after iron pipe . . .
Hands?
Human
than
year
each
world
the
in
A
.
.
.
toys
gave
kids
Claxton, April 7, 1911—The
.40;
Jefferson street man gave girls.
finding of a calf hung over the
treasured since the Civil
limb of a tree dead, immediately
Junk
with
Jap
the
Jar
. . The stingiest people

rowling On
ain Street
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Service Insurance
Agency
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I111,1i Is an Important Member
of Nutritious Food Family
And you have only to look at the
Nutrition Food Rules to see MILK is
right up there in the Front!

far as
ed. it',

At the Front for Uncle Sam too,
MILK is a First Food for Soldiers, Sailors and Marines, and Airmen. In Army
Hospital also, MILK is a First Food.
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No matter how you take it—As a
beverage plain or flavored, as a food
vegetawith cereals, in soups, in cooked
or
evaporated
bles, as cream, cheese,
of
equivalent
dried, you need the
..
pint of milk daily, if you're grown .
boy
growing
a
you're
if
daily
A QUART
or gin.

c

OpIe in

from us—
Princeton who want the best, order

Golden Guernsey
PASTEURIZED MILK
S best for flavor

Purity!
and Tops for Nutrition and

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
one 161

Is an alluring prospect which eternally pleases . . . But adults know that, like the
*Fairies:We-pot of gold doesn't exist. And it is the same with the something-for-nothing
•" myths.
Almost every adult is well aware that the purchaser gets, about in proportion,
such value as he pays for. Which is why a CHEAP newspaper cannot, by any possible
arrangement, be a GOOD newspaper.
Oh yes, a CHEAP newspaper may look like all the others . . . And, if its publishers
are willing, it may be just as big, have the same number of pages, contain about as
much type as a GOOD newspaper. But the difference is in the READER-INTEREST, the
NEWS, NEWS PICTURES, NEWSPAPER FEATURES, the general coverage of happenings within the subscriber's orbit of interest.
MIRO

To produce a newspaper under modern conditions . . . to say nothing of extraordinary demands of war, one which will raise standards and maintain them to levels
recognized by good ethics and th practices of better journalism, costs infinitely more
than it did to publish the newspaper of a decade or a generation ago.
This is why The Leader, currently ranked among the top community newspapers
of Kentucky, is forced to increase its subscri ption prices, at home and outside the State.
The new schedule of prices, based upon the generally established scale in effect virtually everywhere else, is as follows:

•m•••
••=••

imum
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Effective December 1,

In Princeton and Caldwell County $1.50 a Year
Outside Caldwell County $2.00 a Year

Main at Cadiz Street
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Churches

Mrs. Eunice Sneed

Hospital News

Registration For
Kerosene Begins

Mrs. George Sutton, Mexico,
submitted to a major operation
Tuesday.
hey Easley, Shady Grove, continues to improve.
James Smith, Marion, was
dismissed Wednesday.
Leon Brasher, Marion, was
dismissed Wednesday, after treat-

Mrs. Eunice Sneed, 82, died
morning at 1:30 o'clock
Sunday
Cladwell consumers of fuel
I
A basket dinner and meeting
after
hospital
Central
Illinois
kerosene and diesel oil will
in
oil,
OGDEN MEMORIAL
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
reat
the
weeks,
an illness of five
METHODIST CHURCH
apply for ration permits today,
Galloway Sunday, Oct. 18
Tom
suffered
hip,
fractured
of
a
sult
Pastor
Denton,
E. S.
Friday and Saturday at their
was given in honor of their son,
when she fell at her home, 2122
9:45 A.M., Sunday School.
nearest school, it was announced Ovid, who left for the army
Broadway, ,Paducah.
"Pangeroto Tempthe '12rid'''Was z'O/Eit attended.'
Mrs. Srieed-WaS -bOrn Spring- Wednesday by Bob Jacobs.
tations". Sacrament of the Lord's
Information required of con- Present were: Rev. R. T. Thurfield, Tenn. She had been a resiSupper.
dent of Paducah 45 years. She sumers include the amount of man, Rev. Dockery, Rev. Guss Homemakers' Schedule
6:30 P.M., Youth Fellowship.
was a member of the Baptist fuel oil and kerosene expected Marshall, Rev. Henry Darnell
Myrtle Grace Talley will be the
Eddy Creek, 2:00 p.m., Thursto be used in October, Novem- and Mrs. Darnell and daughter,
Tabernacle.
leader.
Charles B. Lester,
day—Mrs.
Surviving Mrs. Sneed are three ber and December; how much Christine; Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
7:30 P.M., "Course of the
hostess.
daughters, Mrs. Frank Moller was used in the corresponding Blalock and children, Dawson
Human Soul."
Hopkinsville Road, 2:30
and Mrs. Thomas
Stapleton, period last year, and a certi- Springs, Mr. and Mrs. Hardin
Friday, Mrs. W. B. Davis, hosPaducah; Mrs. Mary Tully, Hol- fied statement from their deal- Cummins and family, Mr. and
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
lywood, Fla.; two sons, Charles ers showing how much they Mrs. Edgar Milton and children, tess.
J. G. Cothran, Minister
Sneed, Memphis, Tenn.; R. S. used during the year ending Mr. and Mrs. Tom Milton, Mr.
Sunday School at 9:45.
Sneed, Princeton; a brother J. May 31, 1942.
and Mrs. Tesal Cummins, Mr.
Morning Worship at 11.
E. Gunn, Nashville, Tenn.; two
and
Mrs. Spencer Orange and
Holt; two sisters, Mrs. Willie
Baptist Training Union at 6:15.
son, Phillip, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
granddaughters, Mrs. James McGregory and Bertha Holt and
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Caslin, Princeton, and
Mrs. two brothers, Sidney and Vassar Hudgeons, Mrs. Sarah Castill,
service
Prayer
Wednesday
Mrs. Madge Capps, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Lacy, Hopkinsville; two
Holt. His parents are dead.
night at 7:30.
Jim Castill, Mrs. James Robingrandsons, Charles Sneed, Memwere
the
Pallbearers
funeral
at
You are cordially invited to
phis, and Frank Moller, PaduOtto Ashbrook, Elbert Wilson, son and daughter, Mary Helen,
come and worship with us in
cah, and
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Thomas and
a great grandson,
Crowe,
Tommy Bower, Will
all of our services.
Thomas Sneed Lacy, HopkinsJames Jordon and Melvin Holt. children, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
ville.
Thomas and daughter, of EvansCHURCH OF CHRIST
Funeral services were
ville, Mr. and Mrs. Alma Ausenheld
David Harrell, Minister.
J. B. Haile
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock
baugh and children. Mrs. Tina
Song service 9:45 A.M.
Funeral services for John Bax- Galloway and son, Thomas, Walat the Roth funeral chapel, the
Morning services 10 A.M., subRev. H. B. Woodward officiating. ter Haile who died at his home ter Hoyt, Frank Thqmas, Lester
ject "The Christian Life."
Interment was in Mt. Pisgah in Crostroad community October Thomas, Mrs. Hazel Orange and
lealbrIng
Evening services, 7:30 P.M.,
26, were held Wednesday
at children, Miss Pauline Thomas
cemetery, Graves county.
subject, "Value of the Soul."
Pallbearers were James Mc- Crossroad Church of which he and Woodrow Thomas.
as"Rocky Custer"
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday,
Caslin Princeton; Thomas Lacey, was a member with the Rev.
Evening visitors were Mr. and
a. p. m.
CECILIA PARKER
Hopkinsville; Herbert Moller E. Charles P. Brooks officiating. He Mrs. Jess Young and son, DougPictur•
St. Louis, Ill.; George Moller, was 84.
lass, Mrs. Autha Pagett, Mrs.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Mr. Haile was born in Christ- Harrison Clift, Mrs. Rowena
Fred Earhart, and F. E. GolightChas. P. Brooks, Minister
ian county but spent most of Howell and son, Bobby, Whitt
ly, Paducah.
Bible School, 9:45.
this life in Caldwell. He married Darnell and Miss Marion Davis.
Worship, 10:55.
Miss Evelyn Chambliss, who
R.
S.
Harper
The Communion Service each
died 37 years ago, in 1881. Mr.
R. S. Harper, 50-year-old CaldLord's Day. The Sermon by the
Haile was well known and re- Evitom Members
well farmer died at his home
Minister.
spected in his community. He Are Entertained
ear Princeton, October 26. FunYoung People's Groups, 6:45.
was a retired farmer.
Members of the Central Presral services, were held WednesThe Evening Worship, 7:30.
He is survived by a son, byterian Evitom Club were enay
at
Asher Cemetery. He is
Prayer Service
Wednesday,
Beckham; six daughters, Mrs. tertained with a party Tuesday
ROY ROGERS
urvived by his widow and sev7:30 o'clock.
Para Lee Morse, Mrs. Eula Glass, night at the home
"Gabby" Hayes
of
Mrs.
al near and distant relatives.
Maria Wrixon
Mrs. 011ie McGregor, Mrs. Flora Blanche Hobgood on South Jefe was well known and reCENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Reed, Mrs. Ora Dearing and Mrs. ferson street.
pected in his community.
John N. Fox, Pastor.
Majoire Moreillon; five sisters,
Miss Archie Dunning, presiLeonard Groom, S. S. Supt.
Mrs. Florence Cooley, Mrs. Eva dent, had charge of the, business
9:45 A.M., The Church School.
Woosley, Mrs. Jennie Storms, session preceding the party and
10:45 A.M., The Morning WorFuneral services for Jacob Mrs. Melissa Davis and Mrs. Miss Virginia Morgan arranged
ship.
ordon Holt, who died Sunday Niecy Colley; three brothers, the program.
3:30 P.M., The Pioneers meet. t Princeton Hospital, were held Alex, N. B. and Jim Haile, 15
Those present were
Misses
6:30 P.M., The Tuxis meets.
uesday at 2 o'clock at Liberty grand children and four great- Cleo Ingram, Virginia Morgan,
M.,
The Evening Hour
7:30 P.
hurch. Burial was in Liberty grandchildren.
Mary Wilson Eldred,
Archie
of Worship.
emetery. The Rev. L. J. Knoth
All the children and many Dunning, Robbie Lou Hobgood,
Wednesday, 7:30 P. M., The officiated.
other relatives were present at Elsie Dunn and Mesdames Bill
Mid-Week Prayer Service.
Mr. Holt is survived by his the annual Haile reunion, 20 Powell, Charles Elder and John
Thursday, 7:30 P.M., The Choir widow; two sons, Dalton and days before Mr. Haile's death.
Bonner Maxwell.
rehearses.
Barber; two daughters, Mrs.
Pauline McCarty and Juanita
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SWING TO THESE SONGS!
"Golden Wedding" "Woodchoppers RAY
"I'll Pray for You" "What to Do"
'You Can't Hold a Memory in Your fume
—and other tip-top bits!

• The laughs of a lifetime . in one great picture t Chaplin di his greatest ...bringing yo,
masterful comedy, told to the strains of musk that will tug at your heart, told throvi^
words thot will convulse you with laughter .

-Fleming
He
inres
cbe.gtoangem
oanddthperM

' g marriage
, Martha, of
Sgt. Charles L.
United States
ding will take
December 26.
Greer attended
Business Unive
State College.
ployed at Wrig
reer is well k
n and was a
of the young
s ago.
ant Fleming is
University of
stationed at M'
public relatio
headquarters of
t Milwaukee.

-Steger

—Nev. F. M. Masters, former
president of old Bethel College,
Russellville, has been named
pastor of the Second Baptist
Church here. He will preach his
opening sermon Sunday morning at 11 o'clock. The Rev. Mr.
Masters is also pastor of Otter
Pond Baptist Church. He will
preach his second sermon Sunday night at 7:30 o'clock and
conduct Sunday school at 9:45
that morning. He will continue
to reside at Russellville.

and Mrs. Harry
ced last week
t their daughter,
Sam Steger, A
t Hopkinsville,
E. Martin, offie'
her wedding, t
a blue crepe dig accessories an
I white roses.
Steger is a gr•
High School in
and has attended
Green, the

LEADING A 5-MAN
COMMANDO RAID
TO BERLIN AND
BACK AGAIN!

Stegar is a gra
field High Sc
,ted from
W.S
42. He was ve
ege activities a
ege Heights Hera
of W.S.T.C., for t
also chosen fo
Mong American
ts" and selected '
his class. Upon
e was commiss
lieutenant in t
stationed at Ft.
Couple are at
thtown,

Mrs. Mabel Sherraid left today
for her home in Chicago, after
a three weeks' visit with her
nephew, Mr. C. J. Bishop and
Mrs. Bishop.

WARNER BROS'.

Stirring New Success!
See it, and Silt the hit
that makes the scree,
shake with excitement!

will protect you..

each
urI puri;

kissed Clines—.

'oy F. M
M. Masters Is
Baptist Pastor

but good insurance

°
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.
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Former Japanese Missionary
To Speak In Princeton
Miss Jessie Trout, author and
former missionary to Japan, will
speak here November 1, under
auspices of the United Christian Missionary Society on behalf
of
the
"Emergency
Million
Fund" being raised by the Disciples of Christ for missionary
work and the Nation's churches
in wartime. She will make an
effort to obtain pledges. Miss
Trout will speak to Princetonians
about Japan, where she spent
many years.
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—Boston Transcript.
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Engagement Announced

no stitch, lest I be
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is a graduate of Fredonia high
school, class of '42. She has been
attending the Andrew Jackson
Business College in Nashville
since June.
Mr. Miller is connected with
the airplane factory in Nashaille.
After a short southern trip, he
and his bride are at the Claybourne hotel.

Personals

Weds Soldier

The Leader
Congratulates

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mason,
and nephews, Jimmy and Jerry,
formerly of PrinceKuttawa,
the
as
spent Sunday in Paducah
birth of a daughter
the
on
ton
relatives.
guests of
Thursday, October 16. The baby
Mrs. .1. 8. Williams spent last
has been named Linda Faye. She
week-end in Paducah.
weighed 10 pounds at birth. Mr.
and
Berryhill
J.
David
Mr.
Mason was formerly employed
daughter, Xandria, returned Sunby Market Street Red Front
day from Gloster, McComb,
Mrs. Sam Steger
Store and at present is managing
Marks and other points in Misthe Kuttawa Red Front Store.
Honored With Shower
sissippi, where they were the
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Whitting4 A miscellaneous tea-shower in guests of relatives.
ton, Kuttawa, on the birth of
Miss Elizabeth Worrell, stuhonor of Mrs. Sam Steger, the
twin sons, Rodney Pierce and
former Miss Catherine Joiner, dent at M.S.T.C., Murray, spent
Richard Reuben, October 24.
parents,
her
with
week-end
last
afternoon,
Tuesday
given
was
Mrs. Whittington is the former
October 27, between the hours Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Worrell. Miss
Verble Childress, Princeton.
of two and four, in the home LOWBO Carter, Miss Worrell's
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul Artweek-end
the
spent
roommate,
Hopkinsof Miss Helen Hopper,
mann, W. Main St., on the birth
ville St., with Mrs. James Carr here with her.
of a son, John Paul, Jr., October
Mrs. Charlotte Rowland, Moras co-hostess.
25, at the Princeton Hospital.
week-end
last
spent
ganfield,
The guest list included Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Sigler
Martha Littlepage, Virginia with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. James W. Carr
of Bethany on the birth of a
Wylie, Melville Young, Mar- A. M. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Dawson, entrance examinations for train- nine-pound daughter October 16.
guerite Wylie, Marilou Howton,
Christine Phillips, Lucile Gray, Mrs. Guss Deen, Misses Nellie ing at the Baptist Hospital there. The daughter has been named
grandEmma Glass, Flora Jane Kol- Patterson and Martha QuisenMr. and Mrs. Bud Hunter, Anetta Gail. The child's
and Mrs. E. L.
tinsky, Mabel Johnston, Louise berry spent Sunday in Evans- Sturgis, have recently moved parents are Mr.
Barnes of Hall and Mr. and
Kevil, Kathryn Kevil, LaRue ville and Mt. Vernon, Ind.
into the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. D. W. Sigler of Bethany.
MorQuisenberry,
Miss
Mary
and
Jane
Lester
Stone, Martha
Major -Quisenberry, Washington
Mr. and Mrs. Milton E. York,
Jean Carolyn Ratliff; Mesdames ganfield, spent last week-end
of a
Joe Weeks, Ed McLin, J. T. with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. St. Mr. Hunter is employed at Fredonia, on the birth
OcFrances,
Shirley
daughter,
Quisenberry.
Major
Morganfield.
Leech, James L. Small, Frank
tober 5.
Blackburn, Harry Joiner, Jr., si Mrs. H. A. Goodwin is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Iley McGough,
Mr. and Mrs. Pinkney TheoSmith Stinebaugh, Lex Vinson, het- sister, Mrs. D. F. Nisbett, in Mr. and Mrs. James Steger and
dore
Roberts, Route 3, Princewill
this
She
week.
Louisville
Julian Littlepage, Byron ChildMiss Madaiyn Robards attended ton, on the birth of a daughter,
ress, Euell Foster, Thomas Mc- also attend a meeting of the
16.
Connell, Fred Pasteur, 0. M. OES. Mrs. Goodwin will visit the Paducah-Madisonville foot- Edith, Lavelle, October
Hershel]
Mrs.
John
and
Mr.
Friin
Madisonville
game
ball
of
Lexingdaughters.
Sarah
Schultz, Robert Coleman, R. B. her
Hogan, Princeton, Star Route 6,
Ratliff, C. M. Wood, H. M. ton, and Mary Leigh of Dayton, day night.
the birth of a son, John Heron
KlapMrs.
Charles
Mr.
and
home.
returning
Ohio,
before
E.
M.
McCaslin,
Stembridge,
shell,
Jr., October 16. the
have
been
roth,
Chicago,
Mrs. Curtis Hawkins, Paducah,
Bernice Davis, R. G. McClelland,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lewis,
Basil Haile, H. M. Newsom, was the recent guest of her recent guests of their daughter,
on the birth of a
Harry Joiner, Sr., Fred Hop- sister-in-law, Mrs. W. L. Wells Mrs. C. C. Biship and family, Princeton,
Mary Frances, October
Miss Martha Greer
per, Euen Farmer, Hugh Good- and Mr. Wells. While here, she and their son, Leonard Klaproth daughter,
19.
served as pianist for the Eddy and family.
Nashville, win and R. S. Gregory.
of
her grand-mother. Chester Miller
here with
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Frazier,
is
Ruble
Detroit,
Dowdy,
Revival.
Baptist
Creek
Out-of-town guests were Mrs.
Tenn., was solemnized Wednesvisiting friends here this week. Marion, on the birth of a daughMrs. Powell is an employe of
InSells,
Owen
and
Mrs.
Mr.
I,
Sam
Steger
Mrs.
S.
R.
Mason,
in
21,
October
day evening,
Willard Mitchell left Sunday ter, Mary Lou, October 22, at
Cumberland Manufacturing comMrs. Jeff Keeney, Miss Eula dianapolis, Ind., were the recent
Corinth, Miss.
for
Paducah where he has ac- the Princeton Hospital.
pany.
Mrs.
aunt,
Mrs.
Sells'
of
guests
The bride wore a blue dress Stegar and Miss Mary Stegar.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Smith,
cepted a position with the I. C.
Mr.
Meyers.
and
Meyers
W.
J.
carand
with black accessories,
on the birth of a
Kuttawa,
Co.
Railway
at
West
nunie
Miss
Katherine
Steger
Sam
Lieut. and Mrs.
Feagan-Miller
ried a corsage of red roses. She
October 28, at the
daughter,
last
spent
Princeton Hospital,
The marriage of Miss Martha is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. visited friends in Morganfield
Princeton Hospital.
Jar the Jap with Junk
taking
Louisville
in
week-end
Wednesday.
and
Jane Feagan of Fredonia to T. R. Feagan of Fredonia,
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Mrs. Harry Joiner,
last week the mar-dr daughter, CatherSteger, August 20,
tpkinsville, with the
Martin, officiating.
wedding, the bride
e crepe dress with
ceesSories and a corte roses.
er is a graduate of
h School in the class
has attended W.S.T.C.,
ree:i, the last two

ell
I. Milstead of Princeounced the marriage
(Idaughter, Miss Ethel
Cpl. George Russell
Camp Swift, Texas.
at
ng took place
October 17.
ell is the daughter of
r. and Mrs. George
ulaney. Her mother
ormer Eva Milstead,

DEFINSE

0

eger

an is a graduate of
d High School and
from
W.S.T.C. in
He was very active
activities and editor
Heights Herald school
S.T.C., for two years.
so chosen /or "Who's
ltg American College
and selected "Mr. Senclass. Upon graduaas commissioned as
'tenant in the Army
Dined at Ft. Knox.
pie are at home in
wn

lio'ttles
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DEFEND
the health --,f your home-

39c

DFEND

Ay for Economy

the health of every
member of your family
Potent,

fruit. orth
Vitamin B Complex
Capsules
WS 98°
100's

1.98

McKESSON'S
SORETONE
The money back
guaranteed al
applicationfor
Athlete's Foot and
otherfoot discomforts.
SavellSize LarrgeSige

do the "QuickWhat a comfort to be able to
between committee
Change Barbizon Blouse Act”
S. 0. Activities. In
neetings, Red Cross Teas, and U.
and ready to be
smart,
a jiffy you are immaculate,
crepe Ramola
-sleeved
short
The
mi your way again.
of the Joan
colors
and
styles
different
blouse and the
gabardine blouses all lend
Kenley and Lampl wool and
the well-dressed and smartthat smart effect to what
wears.
ly tailored women

470
McKESSON'S

890
SHAVER'S
SPECIAL

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

,dy
/;k -1-jurriminci Bird

for a short time only special values in household
drugs and toiletries. All are
trustworthy, quality products, developed in the great
laboratories of McKesson
& Robbins.

Only Humming Bird make's such rayon:—
Albolene Liquid—Mineral Oil (pint) 69C

39c

Ciliated Carbonates(8 or. sire) •

791

as the best of the rayons ... a triumph of

.

251

fine equipment and exquisite craftsman-

Navap Inhalers

.

BRUSHLESS SHAVE

Sawn After Shave lotion .

long-wearing, tot)! Our buyers picked them

69c

)
.

694!

large tube

COOPER

(A rognsior 64 Yokns)

ship. 75 denier for "dress-up." 100 denier
for every-day. See these superb Humming

Eudora Cream Orodorant (tube) . 291

RAZOR BLADES

Trial

Clear, even-textured, beautifully fitted,

Alcohol Rubbing Compound (pint)

SHAVAMI

TAWN
LOTION
all lako

Goldnamer's

That job is more important
today than ever. To help
you, we arc offering you

Brace -Ha,, Dressing (8

"
ell is a son of the
'twell of Newport He
ated from
Newport
II aftfi has been with
lore than three years.
will join her husat Camp Swift but
her home temporarily
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Epsom Salts—U S.P. (full pound)

201

Bird Rayons in our hosiery department.

Sodium Bicarbonate (full poond) . 20t,
Aqua Dion Nose Drops (I or.) .

49C

Soothe Shin Lotion

390

AlboleneCieansing Cre.on

$1.00 a pair

ge rot) 47c

WOOD DRUG CO.

Princeton Shoe Co.
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Bills Introduced
To Help Farmers
Aid Axis Defeat

31st Annual Farm
And Home Week
Planned Jan. 26-29

Senator LaFollette
Plans Prozam Proy
ing For Industrialized
Agricultural Set-up
Senator Robert M. LaFollete,
Wisconsin, introduced five farm
bills in Congress recently which
he said would give "every able
bodied American who works on
the land" a chance to help beat
the Axis.
The bills embody a program
extending the rights and privileges of New Deal Labor legislation to millions of "industrialized agricultural" workers.
The bills provide:
I. Extension of old age and
survivor's insurance under the
Social Security program to Cover
ALLIES BUILD NEW GUINEA ROAD—Shirt less under the tropical sun, Allied
troops wield
farm workers. It would be called
picks as they build a road over hilly terrain in New Guinea.
—AP
Telemat
the
agricultural
employment
stabilization act.
2. Determination of fair wages
as distinct from minimum wages
through a system of agricultural wage boards to be coordinated with the War Labor
Board. It would be called the
agricultural wage board act.
3. Extension of the benefits of
the Fair Labor Standards Act
(wage-hour law) to employes in
induatrialized
agriculture.
It
would be called the agricultural labor standards act.
4. Regulation of the operation of
private
employment
agencies, labor contractors and
other forms of private recruiting
in the field of industrialized
H.M.S. ANSON TRIES ITS GUNS—H.M.S
. Anson, one of Britain's two new
agriculture. It would be called
35,000-ton
battleships, fires its guns during trial
runs. The Admiralty disclosed that
the agricultural labor recruitthe Anson and
H.M.S. Howe, a sister ship, had joined the
British fleet and are now at sea. The
ment act.
Anson,
moreover, hasalready seen action battling
against German aircraft with her high
5. Extension of all the benefits
-angle
guns along the Arctic convoy route to Russia
. This picture was cabled from Londo
of the National Labor Relan to New
York.
tions (Wagner) Act to individu—AP Telemat
als employed as farm labors in
Among The
20,000 pounds each of rye grass
industrialized
agriculture. It
and crimson clover seed, and
would be called the agricultural
Count
y
Agent
s
(Continued from page three)
asked for 40,000 pounds of vetch
labor relations act.
Members of homemakers' clubs seed.
Margaret Groom, Tylene Wanda
in Barren county donated canned
A big lespedeza hay crop was
Four cuttings this season boost- Eastland, Foss Johns, L. B. Sims, fruits and vegetables
to the cut in Rockcastle county,
Frank
Howar
d,
James
Dollar
some
,
ed
Daviess county farmers'
community hospital.
Bert Louard
farmers getting three tons to the
Keeney, Henry
opinion of alfalfa.
Trimble county farmers are
Hollowell, Clyde Terry Jones
acre.
trying Balbo lye, Thorne's wheat
and In Stevens. Class officers
Kenton county women who
and winter-hardy barley.
are L. B. Sims, president; Marcanned soybeans for the first
John Young of Taylor county
garet Groom, secretary, and Tytime this fall found them so
reports a profit of $300.75 on
lene Eastland, treasurer.
satisfactory that they will be a
three
litters totaling 27 pigs.
• • •
"must" in next year's garden.
The use of soybeans as a food
What Do You Do?
Home demonstration agents in
Princeton, May 19, 1911—The was demonstrated at a meeting 62 counties are explaining the
statesman does the speaking, the of members of homemakers' need of enriched flour and urgtC05g
editor booms the town, the lover clubs in Boyd county.
ing its use.
George Keeton of Wolfe coundoes the popping, the damsel
Ninety percent of the women
turns him down. The poet does ty reports 14 acres of bottom - in homemakers' clubs in
Hardin
land
hybrid corn yielding a county
the dreaming, the farmer clears
make their own soap.
third
to
a
half
more
than
comthe woods, the Eagle does the
An audience of 3,230 people in
screaming, but the stork delivers mon corn.
Fayette county was reached
The Livingstone Homemakers'
the goods.
through the nutrition1 prograrn
Club sponsored a birthday party by
• • •
480 members of homemakers' '
to
start
a fund for a piano for clubs.
Do Hogs Pay?
Princeton, May 19, 1911—An the school.
Leslie county farmers sowed
Iowa editor was asked, "Do
hogs pay?" and he replied, "A the paper
several years then
rechens
good many do not; they take have the postma
ster send it back
marked 'refused' or 'gone west'."
• • •

News From Past

A best-selling laxative
AR OVER THE SOUTH

and fits most folks needs

BLACK
DRAUGHT

Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

Story

Hopkinsville, May 5, 1905—A
strange story has come to light.
A negro known as "Bill Houston" has been arrested for a
murder he committeed in 1879.
He is known to have killed "Bill
Houston" near Hopkinsville and
then posed as the man he killed
for almost 26 years. He also drew
a Civil War pension due the
dead man.

No.

made of printed materials for
slip covers. Says Dorothy Gentry,
county
home demonstration
agent: "The slip covers are well
made, fit well and are attractive.
The material has a small blue
floral design which harmonizes
with the furnishings of the
room. Mrs. Buchanan has also
made dresses and aprons from
printed feed sacks."
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for Yourself

John E. Younff
uPrinceton, 14,

Educational Ballot
No.

000

Name of Voter
----------------- Reg No..

Residence

SCHOOL BALLO
Princeton City School District.
For:

Member Board of Education
Vote for Three only
R.

S. (Dick) GREGORY

unent a a specie
of members of th
Agric
g
inenatu:tkudisY
Station to coo
ent
agencies and
thocinras
study of th
h
uation, view to
P. Cooper.
the farm
of
bases
will be investigat
ith a
find ways to oper
city in 1943. The
of the farm labor
not generally re
oper believes. APP
e people do not
many key men
arm
ut d is
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and ih
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without
m mittee
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inforinmagtrioonwinogn
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w
nd
a
crops, including
use of
ces,
deevriy
inagchin
eor favm
crops with livestoc
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e by women, boys
ortcuts, and the li

Watermelon
Up In Yard
n, a (JP)—Oliver
picked the last f
from a crop that
his front yard
f them weighed abo
Oliver says that
were from some
at he planted no se

LEONARD GROOM_ _
RUMSEY TAYLOR___ _
S. SNEED

Your Farm

Scrap on

of

four

A. P.

`571r
9%

YATES

OR

Attention

''Shield

M

Princeton,

ief At Las
rYourCou

Name of Voter
NO.

000
Residence

V

Dept. 33

o relieve distress of MOIMIL

Female Weakness

AND HELP BUILD UP RED BLOOD!

Lydia E. Pinkham's Compound
TABLETS (with added Iron) have
helped thousands to relieve periodic
pain with weak, nervous, blue feel-.
Inge —due to functional monthly
disturbances. Also, their iron makes
them a fine hematic tonic to help
butld up red blood. Plnkham's Tableta are made especially for women
Follow label directions.

Reg. No..

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL,

ss:
I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of the County and State
said, do certify that the above and foregoing is a
correct copy of the Official Ballot to be voted on
Princeton City School Election, in Princeton, Katlic
Tuesday, November 3, 1942.
Given under my hand this 28th day of October, I

ulsion relieves prompt!
goes right to the seat of
to help loosen and e
en phlegm, and aid ma
e and heal raw, tender,
bronchial mucous rn
Tell your druggist to sell
of Creomulsion with the
you must like the w
allays the cough or you
your money back.
OM

ULSIO

s,Chest Colds,Bronch

Philip Steve
Clerk, Caldwell County Court

Educational Ballot
No.

000

Name of Voter

Residence_ _

Reg. No

SCHOOL BALLOT

Reg. No.

SCHOOL BALLO
Common School District

Educational Division Number 2
For:
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"Drink a lot of pasteurized
milk, like I do, Minnie, and
you won't be afraid of anything. You never see me
scared, do you?"

PRINCETON
CREAMERY
Phone 161
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STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL,

sa:
I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of
said, do certify that the above the County and State aforecorrect copy of the Official and foregoing is a true and
School Election, to be held in Ballot to be voted on in the
Tuesday, November 3, 1942. Caldwell County, Kentucky, on
Given under my hand this
28th day of October,
1942.

Philip Stevens
Clerk, Caldwell County
Court.
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Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.
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000

THE
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Mrs. J. A. Buchanan of Hardin
county used chicken feed sacks

R.
Start the

Ur

October 2

October 29

Sacks For Slip Covers

Educational Ballot

Strange

Comfort

That there may be a clearing
house for the discussion of pressing farm and home problems
contributing to an all-out war
effort, Dean Thomas P. Cooper
has announced that annual Farm
and Home Week will be held as
usual at the Experiment Station
of the University of Kentucky
January 26-29.
The contributions which. farmers and farm women are making in the war effort make it
more important than ever that
the Farm and Home Week be
continued, this coming winter,
Dean Cooper declared.
"Farmers are facing increasing
difficulties in their job of providing the food that will win
the war and write the peace,"
said Dean Cooper. "Labor is
only one of their many problems. There are the problems of
transportation of farm products,
of farm equipment, of the shifts
in crop production and in livestock raising, and of the demand
for such new crops as hemp,
castor beans and soybeans. Also
there is the part that the farm
home plays in war, including
food production and preservation, feeding the family, clothing
making and the like. All these
subjects may be discussed during
the week. It will take a lot of
cooperative effort to produce all
the food and fiber demanded of
the farms of this country next
year."

[
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W. L. STODGILL,
Assistant Manager. -
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QUICK RELIEF FROM

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

KING, QUEEN WELCOME MRS. ROOSEVELT—King George (left) and Queen Elizabeth
(right) of Great Britain welcome Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt (center), wife of the President
of.the United States, on her arrival Friday in England after a semi-secret( flight across the
Atlantic to visit U. S. forces in Britain and study British women's war endeavors. This
picture was sent by radio from London to New York.
—AP Telemat

on relieves promptly beright to the seat of the
help loosen and expel
phlegm, and aid nature
and heal raw, tender, innchial mucous memyour druggist to sell you
Creomulsion with the unyou must like the way it
ys the cough or you are
money back.

MULSION

,ChestColds,Bronchitis

By Howard Brisco
Wide World Features
Norman, Okla.—A mouthful o
tobacco, chewed vigorously, wil
drive off witches ana goblin
that otherwise might molest yo
on Hallowe'en night.
But if you
choos
would
witches in preference to chew
ing tobacco, you still can pla
safe by driving three nails i
a triangular design on your door.
You don't believe it? Well
there are thousands who do—s
many, in fact, that Benjamin A
Cartwright, a national authority
on superstitions, long ago aban
doned as hopeless his campaig
to disprove them.
Cartwright, a keen-eyed professor of education at the University of Oklahoma, now lets
people believe what they like
about the baleful aspects of
black cats, umbrellas and spille
salt.
"The influence of superstitio
on the lives of Americans must
be tremendous," says the 47year-old educator, "but there's
nothing you can do about it.
They cling to the queer belief
handed down to them."
The fact there's not a grai
of truth in more than 20.00

AX NOTICE!
City taxes subject to a 10% penalty
on November 1 . . . Pay now and
save penalty.

RS.
...............
Reg

Collector

]O.

how 4-H'ers worked for victory
in 1942, through scrap and rubber collections, home canning,
clothing conservation, hog and
corn production, and the sale of
stamps and bonds.

What It Means

How To Shoo A Hallowee'n Witch

A. P.

TS.

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
Insurance
Fire and Auto

onus P. Cooper.
ases of the farm labor
Oil be investigated, he
, view to helping
faid ways to operate at
city in 1943. The seri. •,u, farm labor prohgenerally realized,
believes. Apparentdo not underw many key men have
farm and how difficult
farm without skilled

Scrap on Your Farm

the
cce•

Ireland was once known as
body who had quit a logging or
non-ferrous mining job unless Inis-Fail—the isle of destiny.
the worker has a "certificate of
separation" issued by the U. S.
Employment Service. T h es e
Kentucky 4-H clubs, in step
certificates were issued if it
with other clubs over the United
would help the war effort or if
7
November
States, will observe
to 14 as Achievement Week, it it would mutt hardship if they
is announced by J. W. White- were not granted.
To help insure that gold min- Capital Stock Co. Insurance
house, state leader of boys' and
Is safe and reliable.
ers went where they were needgirls' 4-H club work.
What 4-H clubs have done in ed, employers were asked not to Princeton,
Phone 25
helping to win the war will be hire them, either, except on
110 S. Jefferson St.
the theme of a state-wide radio recommendation of the USES.
These two developments and a
program on November 7, to
officially open the week. Taking voluntary local plan originating
part will be Charles Hatcher, in Baltimore may form the pat- Symptoms of Distress Arising from
Campbell county, and Miss Lucy tern for legislation. Under the
Byrd Oliver, Barren county, Baltimore plan, which has spread DUE TO
president and secretary of the to about a dozen other localities,
Free Book Tells at Home Treatment that
Kentucky Association of 4-H industries agree to avoid labor Must Help or it WIN Cost You Notions'
local
use
to
available
Clubs, along with 4-H club lead- pirating,
Over two million bottles of the WILLARD
TREATMENT have been sold for reliefof
ers from the College of Agricul- labor first, to consult the USES symptoms
of distress arising from Stoenook
when necessary to import labor and Duodenal Ulcers due to Excess Acid —
ture and Home Economics.
fair or Upset Stomach,
Digestion,
Poor
where
they
to
men
In every county seat town and to shift
ilmoirsess, Heartburn. Sleeplessness, etc.,
Sold on 15 days' Walt
Acid.
duo to Excess
throughout the week will be are most useful.
Ask for ••Wiliert's Message'. which
—troo—
treslanenV
this
planned
expialia•
window arrangements,
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
Korea was once known as "the
by county agricultural and home
WYLIE & MeCLELLAND, Inc.
demonstration agents, to show hermit kingdom."

nt Station to cooperate
with
er agencies and
farm
the
of
study
in a
atnm, is announced by

n. 0 (PI')—Oliver Steinpicked the last faterom a crop that grew
his front yard here.
them weighed about 30
Oliver says that the
.ere from some stray
he planted no seed.
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4-H Clubs Observe
Achievement Week

anent Of 0 special coinm embers of the staff
Agricultural
Kentucky

'atermelon
'p In Yard

GROOM

its
nigh
sto.
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ing
tchdo
ter c.
artily
ory

Saving
Mee Named

mittee is planning to
ormation on ways to
in growing and har,- ,ps, including the
machinery; homesaving devices, harps w ith livestock, the
cooperation
ighbors, work that can
by women, boys and
ricuts, and the like.
) GREGORY

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

strange notions he has classified the river region of Mississippi
does not lessen Cartwright's en- have produced a large proportion
joyment of his hobby. When he of the collection.
As a teacher in the Ozark
comes across a new one he is as
jubilant as a golfer who has mountains Cartwright began his
campaign, 20 years ago, to free
made a hole in one.
Cats, contends the professor, the natives of their fear-begotten
stroking the coal-black Persian nonsense but soon found it was
dozing on his desk, are the most
an impossible task.
maligned animals in the field of
"And it's not just the hillsuperstition.
His files show that according billies," he laughs. "There are
to the superstitious, a white cat thousands of otherwise well inis every whit as bad as a black formed persons who believe that
one—and a yellow tabby is direst consequences would result if they drank milk with a
worse.
If you have always wondered fish dinner. I frequently am
with
what witches really look like, drawn into arguments
just toss a pinch of salt into waitresses who refuse to serve
any convenient whirlwind and what they regard as a lethal
you'll see them on their broom- combination."
sticks going gustily about their
The Solomns chain of islands
nefarious business. Or so the
in the Pacific is 900 miles long.
superstitious believe.
Having seen witches, you might
The word khaki is from the
decide you would like to be one.
In that case, load a rifle with Persian, meaning dust.
silver bullets and fire nine times
There are more than 15,000
at the moon.
Don't be too seriously con- Masonic lodges in the United
cerned about a possible encount- States.
er with a witch. Cartwright's
The great flurospar areas in
files contain hundreds of simple
Kentucky and Illinois furnish 92
methods of outwitting them.
For instance, people who be- percent of America's spar.
lieve such things say you should
The process of rope making
just slide a dime under the
hearth. Witches can't abide silver was known to nearly all primiin any 'form. As a further pre: tive peoples.
caution, wear your hat backward and the old hussies will
flee before you.
When he had only 5,000 or so
superstitions in his collection
Cartwright used to think he had
them all, but during the past
year he has added 5,000 cards to
the files, and has hundreds more
that must be inspected and catalogued.
No region of the United States
is free of superstition, he is convinced. However, the Ozarks and

Continued from Page Three
yet wound up with a net loss in
employment.
Since the arrangement worked
put in the logging and nonferrous mining situation in the
northwest is repol-ted to have
succeeded in bang-up fashion,
the same scheme may be applied to these two fields.
The plan is simple. The Army,
Navy, Maritime Commission and
the Procurement Division of the
Treasury agreed to instruct their
own plants and those under contract to them not to hire any-

Kidneys Must
Work WellFor You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, 7 days every
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
waste matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kidneys must constantly remove surplus fluid, excess acids and other waste
matter that cannot stay in the blood
without injury to health, there would
be better understanding of why the
whole system is upset when kidneys fail
to function properly.
Burning, scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
Is wrong. You may suffer nagging backache, headaches, dizziness, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights, swelling.
Why not try Doon's Pals? You will
be using • medicine recommended the
country over. Doan stimulate the function of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Doan'm today. Use with confidence.
At all drugstores.

CHIEF OF POLICE GAINS
STRENGTH ON RETONGA
Me Felt So Bad He Could
Hardly Stay On The Job,
Says Chief Stratton. Eats
Anything Now; FeeLs
Stronger Than In A Long
Time.
Among the thousands of grateful men and women happily
praising Retonga are scores of
widely known public officials.
For instance, no man in Pike
County, Ky., enjoys more respect and confidence than Mr.
T. M. (Marvin) Stratton, Chief
of Police at Pikeville, who declares:
"For several months it seemed
to me that everything I ate
would ferment in my stomach
and give me such a full stuffy
feeling from gas that I hardly
felt like going at all. Everything
I ate seemed to have the same
effect. I felt so badly most of
the time that it was an effort
for me to stay on the job.
"My druggist said they have
more favorable comment on Retonga than any other medicine
in the store, and the first bottle
I took gave me lots of relief. I
have taken two bottles now, and
I feel fine. I eat what I want,
and I feel better and stronger

Chief T.

M. Stratton

and more energetic than I have
in a long time. I am glad to
pass this good word on to others."
Chief Stratton's word is his
bond with all who know him.
Retonga is a purely herbal gastric tonic compounded from extracts of nature's own roots,
herbs, and barks, and combined
with liberal amounts of Vitamin
B-1. Accept no substitute. Retonga may be obtained at Dawson's Drug Store.—adv.
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of Purchases
Sealed bids will be received in the Office of Division
on
Kentucky,
and Public Properties, New State Office Building, Frankfort,
Springs
the following Property. 45.2 acres land known as the Saratoga
purchased by the
Property, located in Lyon County, which property was
cash upon deGame and Fish Commission in 1930. Terms of sale will be
Standlivery of deed to purchaser. Bids to be opened at 2:30 P. M. Central
Purchases
ard War Time, November 5, 1942. Address bids to Division of
Kentucky.
and Public Properties, Attention of Frank Tanner, Frankfort,

Division Of Purchases and Public Properties

Clerk, Caldwell

WALTER L. PRINCE

NOBLE J. GREGORY

Name of Voter
Residence

Phone 197

By Frank Tanner

Please Return Our Coat Hangers

hilip Stec
cot

For Congress
(First District)

For Congress
(First District)

Reg, No.

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALDWELL, as:
I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of the County and State aforesaid, do certify that the above and foregoing is a true and
correct copy of the Official Ballot to be voted on in the
General Election, to be held in Caldwell County, Kentucky,
on Tuesday, November 3, 1942.
Given under my hand this 28th day of October, 1942.

Philip Stevens
Clerk, Caldwell County Court.
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Thursday, October 29,
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November Draft
Will Take 71 Men
From Caldwell
Contigent To Report
To Evansville Early
Next Month; Return
For 14 Days

Shortt Elected
City Policeman

Red Cross Workers Sew Busily
For Allied Nation's Fighters
With parties and other social
activities put aside until after
the war, Princeton women have
united to make Ole local chapter
of American Red Cross much
more than just a war-time gesture of patriotism.
Women from every church,
civic organization and neighborhood circle are working hard.
This week, their second large
shipment of supplies to headquarters included 250 hospital
gowns, 40 convalscent robes for
children and a large number of
sweaters and surgical dressings.
Work at sewing centers is going on daily under direction of
Mrs. Frank G. Wood, Caldwell
chairman; Mrs. A. G. Hubbard,
production chairman; Mrs. Joe
Calloway, Main street sewing
room supervisor; Mrs. J. D.
Alexander, knitting supervisor,

and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, surgical
dressing chairman.
Not content with their present routine, the women will
start a training class for nurses
shortly under direction of Mrs.
Ralph Cash, wife of Captain
Ralph L. Cash, of the United
States Army. Mrs. Cash is an
honor graduate of Vanderbilt.
information
desiring
Women
about the nursing school are
urged to call the chairman.
Mrs. Wood said Monday a new
supply of yarn is expected to
arrive any day and knitters are
asked to get in touch with
headquarters at once as sweaters
are needed immediately. Peryarn sweaters
sons making
should bring them to the sewing
or
room this week, finished
unfinished, she said.

175 Truckers Sign
For Certificates

Relative Of Princetonians
Joins Army Air Corps

Princeton and Caldwell will
give up 71 men to the Army
early in November, it was announced today by Selective Service officials.
The contingent will be sent to
Evansville during the first two
weeks of the Month for final
examinations. Those accepted immediately will return for twoweek furloughs.
Those notified for induction
were: Willie James, Owen C.
Dunbar, Woodrow H. Hardrick,
Hubert H. Piercy, Dudley C.
Smith, Roy E. Lowery, Roy B.
McAllister, Robert G. Dunn,
Robert J. Thomas, Eugene A.
Tosh, Argyle Goodaker, Willie T.
Nelums, Joseph E. Neel, Alfred
R. Dunning, .William J. Rogers,
Edwin A. Jacob, Marvin HillWar Necessity Permits
yard, Charles M. Cansler, Buster
A. Oliver, Rollin R. Farmer, F.
Must Be Obtained By
E. Grace, Jessie J. Nelums, ConNovember 15
well R. Gipson, Lawrence E.
About 175 Caldwell farm truck
Boaz, Lucian D. Wadlington,
George G. Denham, Morris E. owners registered for certificates
Crowder, Norwood R. Cummins, of war necessity, allowing them
Elsworth Sons, George E. Hess, to operate under a new governWilliam A. McGough, Lindol T. mental regulation at the county
Nichols, William S. Teasley, Al- AAA office last Thursday, Frivin E. Hackney, Maxwell M. day and Saturday.
Morgan, Harold Hollowell, RayThe complicated forms requirmond T. Clayton, William T. ed many extra workers and
Darnell, Carl L. Marquess, Joe much time to fill out, Mrs.
B. Spurlock, Virgil T. Martin, Clifton Pruett said. Volunteers
Lester Carner, Roy E. Jackson, came from the WPA office, NaThomas H. Brown, James W. tional Farm Loan Association,
Wyatt, Melvin P. Tyrie, Law- FSA office, Butler and Caldwell
rence E. Bailey, Eugene Cooper, schools, and county agent's ofRobert 0. Witherspoon, Charlie fice to help with the task. EdC. Miles Jr., Randolph Lane, win Lamb, Mrs... C. D. Pruett
George B. Jones, Roy L. Oliver, Sr., and Mrs. W. 0. Mitchell also
William B. Brelsford, William aided AAA registrars.
G. Rischmueller, Justice G. Crow, Truck owners must have their
James T. Hearod, Ross E. Gunth- certificates by November 15.
er, Alex H. Hay, James A. Oliver,
Buel McPherson, Henry H. John- Gets Special Training
son, Barber Holt, Robert H.
Pvt. J. D. Lester, of Princeton,
Mitchell, James W. Peters, Reg- has been selected to attend an
inald B. Ray, Emerson D. Adams, Army specialist school superJames H. Oliver, Murl N. Jones, vised by the War Department.
Kenneth R. Glass and James R. He is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cotton.
J. D. Lester, Sr.

Allen Floyd House,
Lake
Charles, La., grandson of the
late Dr. Z. T. Cunningham,
Princeton, has joined the Army
Air Corps. He was called to
New Orleans October 16, and
sent to San Antonio, Texas, for
pre-flight training. House is already an experienced flyer and
had been making solo flights at
Lake Charles several weeks before being called to the Army.
He has visited frequently here as
guest of Mrs. Hallie Watt and
Mr. and Mn. Paul Cunningham.

Vetch Seed Available

.f Hard
ed sat

Delmar Shortt, State patrolman here and in McCracken
county the last several months,
was elected a member of the
Princeton Police Department to
fill a vacancy created by resignation of Paul Morgan at Monday night's meeting of the City
Council, Mayor W. L. Cash reported. Shortt has not yet accepted.
Mr. Morgan, a night policeman since last January, resigned to enter the Army Air Corps
November 9. The Council paid
tribute to his decision to enter
the armed forces and expressed
appreciation of his service here.
Councilman Blackburn, Lacey,
Jones, Morgan and Mayor W. L.
Cash attended.
A petition asking construction
of a block of concrete on Donnivan street was filed. Residents asking for the street were
told the work cannot be done
until WPA approves a new project. Statements showed Princeton contributed $784.20 to WPA
from September 20- October 19,
with more than $250 going from
rock, cement and sand.

To Parents and Others Interested In Iler-Ridgeland
The Welfare of Princeton Schools: (.10ame Will

I BeBeatPlayed
igersAs Kern,Providen
Taylo

The undersigned, having offered themselves for election to the
City
School Board, wish to present this statement of policy:
1. We have nothing to sell the school system, and no kinfolk
Whom
we seek to have employed there, nor is our candidacy being sPonsored
by onyone having such interests.
2. We are not seeking to re-instate any former member of the faculty, either as teacher, principal or superintendent. We believe- Mr. Horn is
amply qualified to fill the superintendency. We are not committed to a
wholesale "housecleaning" of the faculty, as is rumored. We WILL try to
eliminate weak spots there and give our schools the very strongest faculty obtainable within the limits of the budget.

P'Pool Awarded
Salvage Emblem

3. With your help, we will prevent the recurrence of school scandals.

Farmers who want vetch seed
WPB Excellence Symfor fall seeding may apply at
bol Goes To Princeton
the Caldwell AAA office, Mrs.
Junk Dealer
Clifton Pruett said
Tuesday.
About 1,000 pounds are availH. C. P'Pool, Princeton scrap
able at present.
iron dealer, has been awarded
an emblem for excellence in
complying with policies of the
Conservation Division of the
FOR RENT: After Nov. 1st. War Production Board, it was
Modern 4 room house, Madiannounced this week.
sonville Street, Phone 737.
The emblem, made of weatherWANTED: Baby buggy; prefer resisting material two and a half
leather. Call 187.
It by four feet is as symbolic to
FOR SALE: One gas stove, per- the scrap industry as the Navy
fect cooking condition. Call 50. and Army E is to production.
FOR RENT: Downstairs apart- P'Pool's establishment handled
ment; all modern conveniences. 140 tons of junk in July and
Available November 1. 206 August.
Plum St. See W. L. Davis. Itc
Mr. P'Pool operates the garage
FOR RENT: 2-room furnished and used parts business about
apartment with modern con- a mile from Princeton on Hopveniences, near town. Call 113. kinsville Highway. He has been
Miss Ivy Conway.
ltp enthusiastically engaged in
getCHRISTMAS CARD SALES- ting Caldwell scrap on its way
PEOPLE—Reliable
man
or to steel mills since war broke
woman wanted immediately to out.
sell Watkins Christmas Cards
or products. Big demand, big
profit. Write The J. R. Watkins Company, 80 W. Iowa
Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
2tp
(Continued from Page One)
WANTED — Reliable man as
Rawleigh Dealer in Caldwell an effort will be made to get
County. Selling experience un- out a representative vote for R.
necessary to start. Splendid J. Colbert, Lexington, who is
opportunity to step into
a running against Senator A. B.
permanent
and
profitable
business where Rawleigh Pro- Chandler, and for Walter Prince,
ducts have been well intro- Benton attorney, candidate for
duced. Good profits for a hust- the U. S. House of Representaler. For particulars write Raw- tives against the incumbent, Hon.
leigh's, Dept. KYJ-215-160A,
Freeport, Ill, or see Claud M. Noble J. Gregory, of Mayfield.
Polls will open at 6 o'clock
Young, Kuttawa, Ky.
3tp
Tuesday morning and close at
FOR RENT :One first floor 4
o'clock in the afternoon. Countapartment and one third floor
ing
begins at 5 o'clock, at the
apartment. Mrs. Laban Kevil.
Phone 38.
tf courthouse.
•

tr This year ..more than ever...
you need Vitality to "carry on."
Keep your feet on the ground in
new Vitality styles.. the youthful shoes that give you complete
comfort. long wear... and bewitching beauty. . all in one!
Vitalitys for fall are now on dinplay... in flattering styles... inspired colors.

A STATEMENT

Relpaces Paul Morgan
Who Resigns To Enter
Air Corps

4. Our only purpose is for Princeton to have a school system which
will not embarrass it's graduates when they seek admission to higher
institutions or opportunities in life.

Respectfully,

CLASSIFIED ADS

Party Leaders In

EDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN

ASSOCIATION

RUMSEY TAYLOR,
LEONARD GROOM,
R. S. (Dick GREGORY
I 1 11 1

111111111 1 1

11111111111 1

VITALITY OPEN ROAD SHOES

_ Cookies
— Cookies

Your investments may suit your convenience, with
insurance of all accounts up to $5,000.00. Investors
have the opportunity for securing loans on share-account balances. No service fees are charged.

Help Uncle Sam!
IUT U S WAR BONDS
AND STAMPS

1111111111111111IIII11IIIIIIII11111

Fine Shoes FiHed By X-Ray

Telephone 46

UO_SOTA10_10_101-0.1K0_10.10_10JP
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Sugar Crisp
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124 Dog Food
Macaroni
Polish
73

lb.

STAYMAN WINESAP APPLES,
delicious for eating or cooking
Great Northern
very best quality

Furniture

11°
. bag 95(

LOVING CUP CAKE FLOUR, a
delicious cake guaranteed

BEEF STEAK
loin or T-Bone
FRANKFURTERS

ENDORSE
large 24-oz. 1
bottle

Brooms
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each

Sweet Potatoes 6
Flake Hominy
bir 7
Matches

0.

lbs. 1
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BOLOGNA SAUSAGE
SUGAR CURED PICNICS
small average
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• or Spaghetti
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Hi-Life

dehydrated

MILLER'S WHEAT FLAKES
2 pkgs. 22c
(cereal bowl free with each 2 packages)

Beans
Kraut Cabbage
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U boxes L

Fresh Fruits It Vegetab
TOKAI GRAPES

LEMONS

L
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each
each I

HEAD LETTUCE
YELLOW ONIONS

lb. 3k
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Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables, fresh meat.
More for your Money all the ti

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION
PRINCETON SHOE CO.
HENRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING

01

KY,
VEIL:

ream Cheese riciflialend lb.L

Oatmeal Raisin

Sauer Kraut

Our investment services have mutual characteristics which entitles the members to share in net
earnings in proportion to the amount of their accounts. This distribution has amounted to more than
$214,000 since organizing.
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A man needs a good meal, well-balanced breakfasts and lunches give you ene
to carry through your workihg hours. Avoid hasty, sketchy meals. Try
have the whole family eat at least one meal together. The Red Front Stores
furnish you with good wholesome food to take care of the abol e program. 4
for your Money all the time.
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ESPECIALLY THESE DAYS
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